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Quality car batteries fitted for free in Sydney
Typically, car batteries usually last about 4 years under
normal driving conditions, provided that the battery gets to
go through its full charge cycles on a constituent basis. The
problem is that most batteries are subjected to conditions
that are much tougher than "normal conditions". Extreme
temperatures, rough road vibrations, head units, and GPS
receivers all take a huge toll on your car’s battery.

Quality guaranteed car batteries

Batteries with the power that you need

The team here at Roadside Help understands the importance

We don't stock low-quality, low cold cranking amp batteries

of only using batteries that are specifically designed for the

that won't last very long or that provide unstable voltage

tough Australian environment.

outputs. We know that these effects could potentially damage
the sensitive electrical components on your car. Our quality

Our long 3-year warranty on our Exide car batteries is there

standards avoid the risks associated with such inferior products

to give you peace of mind and to demonstrate our

and our superior batteries cost only marginally more whilst

commitment to stand by the quality of this outstanding

providing a product that is safe and beneficial for your car.

product.
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Our range of quality batteries includes:
Car batteries from $150.00 with warranty
4WD batteries from $175.00 with warranty
Truck batteries from $240.00 with warranty
Bike batteries from $70.00 with warranty

A full range of bike, truck, and car batteries
We stock all types of batteries for all types of vehicles, and you
can rest assured that the battery we provide will be better for
your car because they have been manufactured to higher
specifications. Our battery experts usually supply a stronger,
more durable, and higher cranking capacity battery than your

Jump starts and services after 7pm are available for the price

vehicle’s existing unit. We also provide free fitting on the

of $45.00.

outstanding range of Exide batteries which all carry a 3-year
warranty as standard.

Call the Sydney area experts for bike, truck, and car batteries now on 1300 995 347.
Roadside Help
ABN 49 838 364 410
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